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About This Game

Sentience: The Android's Tale is a choice-based narrative adventure game from the creator of The Deed series and the Space
Pilgrim saga.

Play through a complex narrative which is influenced by your decisions. Freedom of choice does not come without
consequence, for humans or robots. Will you be an obedient servant or plant the seeds of chaos?

Interact with the forgotten pioneers, the twenty-four colonists stationed on the borderworld of Akritas. Get to know their
various stories and backgrounds, obey their commands and earn their trust (or not, as the case may be).

See the world through the eyes of an android and encounter relevant questions about the future of artificial intelligence.

At least a dozen possible endings. Every major character may survive or perish during the game as a result of your
choices and actions.

Uncover the mysteries of this desert planet on the edge of space and learn the true nature of your mission, all while
reliving the days of good old-fashioned point-and-click adventure games.

Features mouse, keyboard and controller support.
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sentience the android's tale – darksiders. sentience the android's tale walkthrough. sentience the android's tale

It's been 6 months and we still haven't gotten an update. I suggest waiting till there is some more content to buy this game. I'll
change my review when there is.. So far I have enjoyed this game and I think it has some great potential. The units look great,
and have some good variety (I hope the campaign mode lets you tailor your units a bit better). There is a good element of
stratigie to how you position units and which ones you choose which makes it nice. I know this is an alpha/beta right now so I
am keeping my expectations in check and you should too if you buy the game right now. It would be nice to be able to level up
units with the option of developing some new skills, or better stats. Another nice touch would be to have tanks etc that you can
fight or even add to your squad, since the weaponry of the titan's shows effectiveness against vehicles I am hoping they are in
the final version. (I would love to have some bane blades or shadow sword tanks in my squad). Over all this looks nice so
hopefully it will turn out good in the end. One other suggestion would be to add some other factions besides just imperal and
chaos like orks or nids, etc. Overall though I think this has some good potential, lets hope it pans out.. So this was quite the
interesting experience; it's very pleasant to start, with the attractive art (and the two artists' work really does mesh together
beautifully) illustrating the early stages of a chance encounter between two girls, and then how their lives unfold over time.
There are several - many! - surprisingly dark moments, with characters and emotions that feel real. While I'd never pretend to be
some all-knowing reader who can spot every potential twist coming a mile off, the story did catch me completely off guard with
a twist that I didn't see coming more than once.

The whole thing feels very polished and professional; the UI design works well, and the sound and music do a good job of
helping set the scenes too.

Mechanically it's interesting too, with twenty-one choices through a linear path, and five endings which are dependent on the
choices you took - but the game is quite open with the progress screen showing you which levels of affection will result in which
endings. Means you can fully and easily (with a little thought) explore the tale yourself, without needing to rely on a third-party
walkthrough.

If you're looking for a nice, fluffy, pick-me-up sort of tale, I have to be honest - this is probably not what you seek.

But if you've a mood to read something that's well thought through, well put together, and with challenging moments and dark
twists - grab yourself a copy.

Recommended.

(My read time shows as relatively low, because I mostly read it on a Windows tablet that was offline, thus not clocking up the
hours - but I have completely read the whole thing!). I thought the memes were pretty cheeky, it was a decent little animation
and it's free so give it a go.

I give it 6 Toupees out of 8, GG developer :^). I Can not find it in my Steam music folder?
Could someone tell me where to find this please?
Other than that, I know the music is good since I Spend A while making skins.
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I collect paint programmes as a hobby just as much as I love drawing. I have been collecting them for many many years. Black
Ink may not seem too new to me because of that, but it is a beautiful programme to have in my collection. It has a fantastic
streamline UI and everything runs very smoothly. Works perfect with my pen pressure of my CTH-470 and supports the eraser
function on the pen too.

The only downside is, from first opening, the brushes seem quite limited. However, you can play with the settings and change
that on your own. Many paint programmes also come with communities who create their own brush packs, so keep an eye out
for any generous, creative folks...

----------

EDIT: A while ago, I went snooping the forums for Black Ink and discovered a wide range of fan made brushes for importing
into the program, much like how most paint programmes do this now. You can still make things on your own in programme, but
the community is bursting with fantastic creativity and it's very generous for sharing it. I am very happy to find this, and it opens
so many new options!. plz tell me what the new romance is?. Nice puzzle game with good challenges. very nice game. its not a
platformer.
 its a weird puzzle game.
but whats bad is, half way through the first level youll glitch fall through the ground and have to restart. every time.
 pretty lame.
dev replied: he fixed that bug. but i cant be bothered to play until i find the next game ending bug. im not an alpha tester, this
isnt early access.. good game but become extremely laggy and unplayable once you got a bit of land. I have been playing Front
Office Football for a very long time. For those who have played older versions and are wondering why you should get this one,
the biggest improvement is in the financial model. It is much harder to play games with contracts with this version than in older
versions. The simulation engine remains very strong, but player contract AI is much stronger than in the past.

For new players wondering what this is, think realistic fantasy football. If you have ever wanted to be a GM and/or coach of
your own team, this is the game to do it. You draft players, sign free agents, extend or renegotiate players, manage your depth
charts, set a gameplan, and if desired call your own plays. You can build stadiums, and relocate the team if needed. And you get
to do it season after season, building up decades of history in the process. It has a very strong game simulation engine, and a
very good professional football financial model. Not everything is there - no compensatory picks, for example, and only one
type of free agent, but the feel of being a professional GM is very much there. If you start to get lost, there is an online
community called Front Office Football Central that can offer help. Also look through the game's options, you can turn on AI
help for various aspects. If you want to GM, you can let your coach manage the depth chart and game plan so you can focus on
signing players, or switch roles and try to coach the team the AI GM hands you.

Do note that while playcalling is available, it's not the primary focus of the game. It's set up to sim entire game weeks at once, or
you can watch your individual game sim out one play at a time, or sim an entire season in one shot.

The game's UI is very spreadsheet-oriented. This is both a strength and a weakness. Beginners should check out some of the
intro guides and videos posted, as the options can be overwhelming when you start. Just remember that you start at week 1 of
the regular season, so focus on managing your depth chart and maybe dabble in some contract extensions, but mostly get used to
the game feel during that first season before you hit the offseason.

The big strength in this is the wealth of data you can mine about your league. There is page after page of statistics and records,
and you can view individual player cards to decide if they are playing up to their ratings. There is a scouting system, so young
players may or may not turn into the player you think they'll be, or 7th year pros can suddenly blossom into stars. Invest in your
staff and it will pay off. All this data can also be exported from the game into CSV files that can be opened in Excel or outside
utilities (I've written a few) to complement the game's own interface and browsing.

The modal nature of the UI can be frustrating at times, but most screens have the information you need. For example, when
setting your depth chart, you can view individual player ratings. It would be nice to have the roster screen up beside it, but you
learn to live with it (or have your own Excel worksheet you've pulled the roster into for browsing in a separate window).

There is a strong multiplayer component as well for those looking for a human challenge. There are many leagues out there full
of human GMs to trade with and draft against, many of which take advantage of the game data export to provide rich web
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experiences beyond the game.

If you are looking for a deep, realistic professional football sim, this is the game to look at.. This is a hidden object/point and
click adventure game among many others. Despite being released in 2011, there's no widescreen option, you can choose
between stretched or pillarboxed, neither of which was "ok" in 2011, let alone 2019.

Not worth $8.50 for a game that doesn't even take modern PCs into account despite being released when widescreen was the
standard.. I liked it, it's time consuming, and you ned to pay attention! But it's so good and I really liked it, wish it was longer
and more stories. Game is dead on arrival. Played and streamed on release day and could only find one other person ingame. I
literally had more viewers on my garbage stream than there were people playing the game. Don't buy unless you wanna run
around the map aimlessly, firing guns that shoot like old people fart without ever encountering a single other player.

Version 1.1:

 Updated the method for pre-loading images to prevent a rare crash when loading large exteriors. This should also reduce
loading screens during the game.

 Fixed a path-finding bug with one of the empty mine carts in the cavern.

 Rocket gives you a bit more helpful guidance on where to find the governor in the beginning.

 Fixed a small bug in Carter's mission on Day 1.

 Fixed some errors in Ketty's and Walden's dialogue and a couple of typos.

We're aware that the game is currently producing false positives with a few anti-virus programs. This is caused by the plug-in
which we're using to enable Steam achievements. For now, you could try adding the game's nw.exe to the list of exceptions in
your anti-virus program.. 80% off For Limited Time:
Sentience: The Android's Tale is 80% off for limited time.. Version 1.3:

 This update should resolve any remaining issues with achievements (such as the dreaded 'type undefined' error). The
game will also be fully playable offline now, so the separate offline version is no longer necessary.

 Added an 'always dash' option to the menu for those who prefer their android to be more sprightly.

 Fixed a potential bug when selecting your companion during the conversation with Sylar.

 Fixed a glitch where it was possible to walk onto the roof of the hangar at Alpha Station.

 Hopefully fixed a rare bug with a duplicate Hurley during the "Obstruction" mission.

. Version 1.2:

 Fixed a mouse bug in Finch's droid recovery mission.

 Fixed two path-finding bugs, one with Ketty in headquarters and one with the jeep later in the game.

 Fixed a small glitch in the "Engineering" mission.

 Fixed a late game bug involving Jonah.

 The third-party plugin we were using to enable Steam achievements was causing instability issues for some Windows 10
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users and false positives in some antivirus programs, so we've rolled it back to an earlier, more stable version.

If you continue to experience problems related to achievements, such as a 'type undefined' error that can occur at points when
achievements should unlock, there is also an offline version of the game:

- Right click on the game in your Steam library list and select 'Properties'
- Select the 'Betas' tab and choose 'Offline - no achievements' from the drop-down menu. Try restarting your Steam client if this
option doesn't appear for you.
- There will be a short update. If it worked, the words 'No Achievements' should appear in the top right corner of the title screen
when you launch the game.

This version of the game should be fully functional apart from missing achievements. Trading cards will still drop as normal.. 
Coming Summer 2019: "A Sceptic's Guide to Magic":
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1074520/A_Sceptics_Guide_to_Magic/. The Future of Pilgrim Adventures:
With the release of Space Pilgrim Academy: Reunion last weekend, I wanted to give all of you folks an update on what's
happening with this series and the future of Pilgrim Adventures in general.

Although Reunion is the concluding chapter of what can be referred to as the Latona story arc, focusing on Maggie's search for
her mother, you'll probably get the sense that there's still more story left to tell.

There's been some discussion and speculation on the forums about how many years there are at the Pilgrim Space Academy, and
the answer is that there are six. This means Maggie and her fellow cadets are only halfway through their time at the academy.
So, the intention is to create a second story arc which would cover years 4 through 6 and possibly beyond.

However ... this won't happen immediately.

I've been almost exclusively working on the Academy games for nearly two years now, and during that time I've had ideas for
various other interesting projects which have had to remain on the shelf. The first of these is already in development and should
be arriving relatively soon.

Also, the opportunity for the first collaboration between Pilgrim Adventures and another game developer has recently presented
itself, which is very exciting!

So, the plan is to take a some time to work on these other projects, and then to return to the Academy series at some point in the
future.

Before making any further Academy adventures, I would also like to do a major update to the existing games in the series with
enhanced graphics, more varied facial expressions for the lead characters, and some improvements to gameplay.

Obviously the success and popularity of the Academy series will affect the decision of when to start work on the new chapters,
so if you'd like to expedite their arrival, the best thing you could do would be to leave Steam reviews on the previous games if
you haven't already - particularly Year 1. You could also help out by recommending the series to your friends, foes, followers,
dependants, colleagues and minions. It would be very much appreciated!

Finally, I'd also like to mention that in addition to the Steam developer page, we've also newly created accounts on Twitter and 
Facebook[www.facebook.com] to make it easier for you to follow what's going on! The website[www.pilgrimadventures.com]
is also being updated..  Sentience: The Android's Tale at up to 80% off:
Grab Sentience: The Android's Tale at up to 80% off (depending on the region)

Pilgrim Adventures Complete Bundle (11 Games) is available at an additional 50% off as well!
https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/736/Pilgrim_Adventures_Complete/. Space Pilgrim Academy: Reunion Soon on
Steam!:
https://store.steampowered.com/app/1020590/Space_Pilgrim_Academy_Reunion/. Grab Sentience: The Android's Tale at
up to 80% off (depending on the region):
Grab Sentience: The Android's Tale at up to 80% off (depending on the region)
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Space Pilgrim Academy Year 3 Now On Steam
https://store.steampowered.com/app/936650/Space_Pilgrim_Academy_Year_3/

Pilgrim Adventures Complete Bundle (11 Games) is available at an additional 50% off as well!
https://store.steampowered.com/bundle/736/Pilgrim_Adventures_Complete/. Mac OS Support! Space Pilgrim Academy:
Year 2 Soon on Steam:
Mac OS Support!

"In the end, we just may have created the species that is above us." - Steve Wozniak

Sentience: The Android's Tale is now available for Mac OS X! This has been a long time coming, but I wanted to make sure
that the release would be stable and with full functionality, including Steam achievements.

Mac users, please let us know if you experience any problems. If all goes well, we will also go ahead and add Mac support to our
other recent titles (Crown Champion: Legends of the Arena, Space Pilgrim Academy Year 1).

Space Pilgrim Academy Year 2 soon on Steam!
http://store.steampowered.com/app/831120/Space_Pilgrim_Academy_Year_2/
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